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ABSTRACT

Techniques are described for facilitating the reliable communication of information to bar code scanners from mobile digital devices, thereby enabling mobile digital devices to easily access the current commercial infrastructure. These techniques may be used to access many other goods and services in addition to conventional commercial services. The core enabling technology is the use of various elements commonly found on mobile digital devices to provide light that simulate a reflection of a scanning beam being moved across a static bar code image, and to confirm completion of the scan. The control system may interpret the light provided by the mobile digital device as merely a conventional identification type bar code, although the control system may be enhanced to identify and receive other types of information, including identity and credit information.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/837,477 filed Aug. 14, 2006, which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference thereto. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 11/369,190 filed on Mar. 6, 2006, which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/770,343 filed on Feb. 2, 2004, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,028,906; which is a continuation of U.S. Pat. No. 09/963,218 filed on Sep. 25, 2001, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,685,093, all of which are hereby incorporated herein in their entirety by reference thereto.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Field of the Invention

[0003] This invention relates generally to communicating information encoded in a bar code format, and more specifically to systems, methods and apparatus for communicating information encoded in a bar code format from a mobile digital device to a bar code scanner.

[0004] Description of the Related Art

[0005] The use of bar code scanners in a great many aspects of everyday life is commonplace. Bar code scanners are found in many different types of facilities, including supermarkets, airport security, check-in and boarding areas, stadiums, libraries, test centers, conference centers, and many other places. The use of bar code scanners has dramatically increased the speed at which many commonplace transactions can be completed.

[0006] While typically printed on paper labels and stubs, bar codes may also be shown on display screens; for example, in International Publication no. WO 00/03328 dated Jan. 20, 2000, Motorola Inc. of Schaumburg, Ill., describes the display of bar coded information on a selective call receiver ("SCR"). Demographic information concerning the user of the SCR is stored in the SCR. The demographic information is visually displayed on the SCR as a bar code such that it can be read by a bar code scanner, as in a store or at a point-of-sale. A stored coupon may also be displayed in a bar code format so that it can be read and redeemed at the point-of-sale. A stored affinity card code and a unique identifier may also be displayed in bar code format so that they can be read to identify a selected affinity group and the customer at the point-of-sale.

As a further example, Aeritas Inc. of Dallas, Tex., has proposed using voice recognition technology to allow a cellular telephone user to identify himself or herself while obtaining wirelessly from an airline computer an electronic bar coded boarding pass at the airport using only a cellular telephone. As proposed, the electronic boarding pass may be displayed as a bar code at the time of boarding on the screen of the cellular telephone so that the gate attendant may scan the boarding pass in a conventional manner.

[0007] While presenting information such as coupons and user affinity information in bar code format on a cell phone display can be quite useful, the technique has several disadvantages. Some bar code scanners, for example, cannot reliably read bar codes displayed on certain types of cellular phone displays because the contrast ratio between the bars and spaces shown on the screen, which typically is a liquid crystal display ("LCD"), is not sufficient. Further, the physical dimension and/or resolution of the display may also limit the size of the bar code that may be displayed at one time.

[0008] U.S. Pat. No. 6,685,093 issued Feb. 3, 2004 to Challa et al. describes a variety of techniques for communicating information between a mobile communications device and a bar code reader. U.S. Pat. No. 6,877,665 issued Apr. 12, 2005 to Challa et al. describes a variety of techniques for communicating information encoded in a light-based signal using a fob device. While the techniques described in these Challa et al. patent are extremely useful across a broad range of applications, further improvement is desired.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] One embodiment of the present invention is a method of communicating transmission information from a mobile digital device to a bar code scanner, comprising maintaining the transmission information on the mobile digital device; generating, in the mobile digital device, a signal to simulate a reflection of a bar code scanner scanning beam being moved across a static visual image of the transmission information in a bar code format; and transmitting light pulses from the mobile digital device in accordance with the signal.

[0010] Another embodiment of the present invention is a mobile digital device comprising a light source; a stored program component for maintaining the transmission information on the mobile digital device; a stored program component for generating a signal to simulate a reflection of a scanning beam of a bar code scanner being moved across a static visual image of the transmission information in a bar code format; and a stored program component for transmitting light pulses from the light source in accordance with the signal.


[0012] FIG. 1A is a plan view of an illustrative one-dimensional bar code.

[0013] FIG. 1B is a graph of a characteristic of a signal representing the bar code of FIG. 1A against time.

[0014] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method of actively providing transmission information data from a mobile digital device to a bar code scanner.

[0015] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a system for providing transmission information data to a mobile digital device, for presentation to a bar code scanner.

[0016] FIG. 4 is a plan view of a mobile phone in which an LED actively provides a signal representing transmission information data to a bar code scanner.

[0017] FIG. 5 is a front perspective view of a personal digital assistant in which an LED actively provides a signal representing transmission information data to a bar code scanner.

[0018] FIG. 6 is a front perspective view of a personal digital assistant in which an IR port actively provides a signal representing transmission information data to a bar code scanner.

[0019] FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a method of synchronizing an active presentation of transmission information data by a mobile digital device to a scan sweep of a bar code scanner.
FIG. 8 is a plan view of a mobile phone in which a display screen actively provides a signal representing transmission information data to a bar code scanner.

FIG. 9 is a front perspective view of a personal digital assistant in which a display screen actively provides a signal representing transmission information data to a bar code scanner.

FIG. 10 is a plan view of a mobile phone in which a bar code is statically presented on a display for presentation to a bar code scanner.

FIG. 11 is a waveform diagram of a symbol.

FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of a packet.

FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a set.

FIG. 14 is a perspective diagram of an iPod device mounted in a wireless dock.

FIG. 15 is a perspective diagram of an iPod device mounted in a wired dock.

FIG. 16 is a plan diagram of a PSP device communicating with Wi-Fi.

FIG. 17 is a plan diagram of a PSP device communicating over a cable.

FIG. 18 is a plan diagram of a PSP device receiving a disc and flash memory.

FIG. 19 is a plan diagram of a PSP device communicating with infrared.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION, INCLUDING THE BEST MODE

The techniques described herein facilitate the reliable communication of information to bar code scanners from mobile digital devices. Mobile digital devices are electronic devices that can be easily carried on the person, and include mobile communications devices such as mobile phones and mobile browsers and communications-enabled personal digital assistants ("PDA"), mobile entertainment devices such as gaming devices and audio and video players, and other devices suitable for being carried on the person such as PDA and USB Flash drives. These devices typically have processors, communication, entertainment, security, commerce, identification, data storage and transfer, and so forth, and may be dedicated to a particular use or may be suitable for a combination of uses. These techniques described herein enable the large and growing population of mobile digital devices, and in particular mobile entertainment devices and powerful convergence devices, to interact with the current commercial infrastructure, which is highly dependent on bar code scanners at points of sale. The same techniques may be used to access many other goods and services in addition to conventional commercial services.

The core enabling technology is the use of various optical elements commonly found on mobile digital devices to provide light that simulates a reflection of a scanning beam being moved across a static bar code image. The light provided is interpreted by the control system of the bar code scanner as an actual scan of a bar code image, which enables the mobile digital device to appear as any physical item that might carry bar code image, including a coupon, affinity card, drivers license, security card, airline boarding pass, event ticket, and so forth. However, the interpretation by the control system is not limited to a bar code on a physical item, and may be used for any purpose that relies on communication of an identification code, and even for communication of other types of information including identity and credit information. The various optical elements useful for this purpose include screens which reflect light, and screen backlights, IR ports, lasers, LEDs, and light bulbs which generate light. Arrays of LED's such as are used to backlight screens, keyboards, and touchboards are also suitable, and the LED's of the array may be simultaneously driven if desired.

Conventional bar code scanners include sequential bar code scanners and charge-coupled devices ("CCD") bar code scanners. One type of sequential bar code scanner takes a scanning beam, typically narrow band light in the visible spectrum such as red laser, but potentially any bandwidth of light in the visible or infrared spectra, to pass over a sequence of bars and spaces such as bar 14 and space 16 sequentially, e.g., left to right and/or right to left. Another type of sequential scanner is a wand scanner, which is swept across the bar code by a user to create the scanning beam. As the scanning beam of light scans across the bar code 10, the beam is at least partially reflected back to the scanner by the spaces 16 and is absorbed by the bars 14. A receiver, such as a photodetctor, in the bar code scanner receives the reflected beam and converts the beam into an electrical signal. As the beam scans across the bar code, the scanner typically creates a low electrical signal for the spaces 16, i.e., reflected beam, and a high electrical signal for the bars 14, i.e., where the beam is absorbed. However, the scanner may create a low electrical signal for the bars 14 and a high electrical signal for the spaces 16 if desired. The width of the elements determines the duration of the electrical signal. This signal is decoded by the scanner or by an external processor into the identification code that the bar code represents.

The CCD type scanner takes a digital image of the bar code, and decodes the digital image using software that is well known in the art to convert the elements into the identification code.

While a bar code may be displayed on the screen of a mobile digital device, many of these screens are not suitable for this purpose. In the sequential-type scanners and the CCD-type scanners, the contrast between the bar and space elements is used to distinguish the elements and decode the bar code. However, the screens of many types of mobile digital devices, such as the LCD screen of a PDA or a cell phone, for example, tend to have low contrast between the gray "off" state designating a space of the bar code and the black "on" state designating a bar, relative to the contrast of the black bar code printed on a black-and-white label. This lower contrast between the elements of the bar code displayed on a screen can result in a lower reliability of the decoding process. Moreover, many types of mobile digital devices have extremely small screens or no screens at all.

While many types of mobile digital devices either have inadequate screens (space, contrast, or both) for statically displaying bar codes or have no screens at all, mobile digital devices generally have one or more light sources or light reflectors that may be used in accordance with the techniques described herein to communicate bar code information reliably with light. FIG. 2 shows a method of generating a signal for use with a sequential bar code scanner that simul-
lates a bar code with light pulses. The method of FIG. 2 is particularly useful for sequential bar code scanners that use the reflection of a scanning beam being moved over a bar code. In block 20, transmission information data is acquired or generated. The transmission information data may be any type of data that one may wish to communicate while at a facility equipped with a bar code scanner, including information conventionally communicated using bar codes, as well as other types of information that are not conventionally communicated using bar codes because of, for example, physical limitations imposed by the bar code format. The transmission information data, for example, may include numeric, alphabetic, or alphanumeric data, an index, or other data values. The transmission information data may represent, for example, coupons, identification codes, boarding pass information, e-ticket information, ticket information, credit card information, debit card information, automated teller machine card information, identification information, account information, electronic payment information, wire transfer information, purchase information, security information, affiliation information, and so forth.

[0039] The transmission information data may be stored locally on the mobile digital device, such as in random access memory ("RAM") or read only memory ("ROM"), or acquired from a remote source. The mobile digital device may include, for example, static or dynamic RAM ("SRAM" or "DRAM," respectively) memory, FLASH memory, other types of memory known in the art, or indeed any other type of memory. The transmission information data may be programmed into the device, entered into the device by the user, or received by the device from a remote source over any known communication technology such as wireless transmission, universal serial bus ("USB") transmission, parallel transmission, and serial transmission. The remote source may be a personal computer, a wireless operator, a server networked to the wireless operator, a peer networked to the wireless operator, a wireless data port, and so forth.

[0040] In block 22, representative information for the transmission information data that will identify the transmission information data to a user of the mobile digital device is presented on an output facility of the device. The output facility may include, for example, a display such as an LCD screen of a PDA or wireless telephone, a speaker, or any other output device for communicating with a user. The representative information may include the transmission information data itself, or may be other information that the user will associate with the transmission information data. In order to identify the desired transmission information data item, the representative information that will identify that transmission information data item may be rendered, for example, in a textual, numerical, and/or graphical form and displayed on a screen of a suitably equipped mobile digital device, or an audio, video or multimedia message that is played by a suitably equipped mobile digital device. In FIGS. 4, 5, and 6, for example, boarding pass information is displayed on a screen of a mobile communications device identifying the airline, the flight and seat numbers, the date and departure time of the flight, and the gate number. In this manner, the user of the mobile digital device can identify the transmission information data that is to be presented, is being presented, or has been presented to the bar code scanner. If multiple transmission information data items are stored locally on the device and/or remotely retrieved, for example, the user can scan through them and select the appropriate transmission information data item to be presented to the bar code scanner.

[0041] In block 24, a bar code type is identified. The bar code type may be any type of barcode known in the art, such as, but not limited to, a UPC (including UPC A and UPC E), EAN (including EAN 13 and EAN 128), Interleaved 2 of 5, Code 93, Code 128, and Code 39, or specially designed bar code types.

[0042] In block 25, the transmission information data is encoded into a bar code format for the identified bar code type. The bar code format may be represented, for example, by a binary array. In a typical single-dimensional barcode, for example, the smallest width of a bar or space element of a bar code may be designated as a single element of an array. If the bar code has a width of 256 dots or pixels, and the smallest element of the bar code has a width of 4 dots or pixels, for example, a binary array having sixty four array elements (e.g., a1, a2, . . . , a64) may be used to represent the bar code format. Each array element is assigned a value depending on whether that portion of the bar code is part of a bar or a space. A bar, for example, may be designated as having a value equal to one (e.g., a1=1), and a space may be designated as having a value equal to zero (e.g., a2=0). The array may also alternatively be a two-dimensional array, such as a bit map, that may be easily displayed on a screen. In yet another example, the transmission information data may be encoded into a digital series corresponding to a bar code representation of the bar code type selected in block 24. Alternatively, the transmission information data may be encoded into any number of other formats that may correspond to the selected bar code type identified in block 24. The bar code format may also be compressed or encrypted, such as when the bar code format is to be transmitted from a remote source to the mobile digital device.

[0043] Optionally, the transmission information data may be displayed in static visual bar code form as shown in block 26. In this manner, a mobile digital device can provide the transmission information data as a static visual bar code, which may be readable by CCD scanners and some types of sequential bar code scanners. Other visual information may be displayed as well, such as, for example, a visual image of a product corresponding to the transmission information.

[0044] In block 27, a signal to simulate the reflection of a scanning beam being moved across a visual image of the bar code format of block 25 is generated from the bar code format. The simulated signal may be generated corresponding to an approximated or measured scanning rate. If the simulated signal is to be generated for a scanner such as a laser scanner that utilizes a scanning rate in the range of about 30 to about 60 scans per second, the simulated signal may be generated using a scan rate within that range of scan rates (e.g., about 45 scans per second). Other types of scanners such as supermarket scanners are much faster, scanning at a rate of about 3000 to about 6000 scans per second. The simulation signal should be generated using a scan rate within that range. Alternatively, the simulated signal may be generated using a variable scan rate that is swept throughout a range of scan rates. Alternatively, as described below with respect to an exemplary infrared transmitter/receiver pair, the scan rate of the scanning beam may be measured where a receiver is available to detect the scanning beam. In this case, once the scanning rate or rates are determined, the signal is generated in block 27 corresponding to this scan rate or rates.
In block 28, the simulated signal is transmitted as light pulses. For purposes of the present description, the term “light” refers to visible light and infrared light spectra. The term “pulse” refers merely to a change in light level; the characteristics of the change, i.e., the specific waveform shape, are not critical. The light pulses may be generated in any visible or infrared wavelength desired by any light source known in the art, such as an LED, a laser, an infrared transmitter, a backlight of an LCD screen, or a light bulb.

FIG. 1A shows an illustrative one-dimensional bar code that may be displayed in block 26 of FIG. 2. The bar code includes a quiet zone 12, bars 14, and spaces 16. While FIG. 1A shows a quiet zone 12 being lighter, the quiet zone may alternatively be darker if the scanner is adapted to recognize it. Correspondingly, the bars 14 and the spaces 16 may be inverted such that the bars 14 are lighter than the spaces 16.

FIG. 1B shows an idealized representation of a signal that may be generated in block 27 of FIG. 2 for actual transmission as light pulses in block 28, by which is created light corresponding to the reflection of a scanning beam off the bar code depicted in FIG. 1A. As a scanning beam scans across the quiet zone 12 and the spaces 16, the beam is reflected to the scanner. As the beam scans across the bars 14, however, the beam is absorbed (or at least the reflected beam has a lower amplitude than the beam reflected from the lighter quiet zone 12 and spaces 16). Thus, the amplitude of the beam received at the scanner decreases at times 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19, which correspond to the beam reaching a leading edge of a bar 14, and increases at times 12, 14, 16, 18, and 110, which correspond to the beam reaching the falling edge of a bar 14.

Transmission information data encoded in a bar code format may be actively provided to a sequential bar code scanner by providing a light-based representation of a signal, such as shown in FIG. 1B, to a scanner, instead of providing a potentially less reliable static bar code image to the scanner. Since many bar code scanner receivers will receive visual wavelength signals, mobile digital devices that have components that operate at these wavelengths can be used to provide an active light representation of the simulated reflected scanning beam to a sequential bar code scanner. The transmission information data may thus be actively provided to current or improved sequential bar code scanners without the requirement of changing the existing bar code scanner infrastructure.

When the bar code scanner receives the beam, the scanner decodes the on/off sequence of the beam to determine the transmission information data being provided, in a manner known in the art.

Sequentially providing such a signal to a sequential bar code scanner further allows for the transmission of bar code information without regard to the physical size and/or resolution limitations of the device display. A bar code representation that might otherwise require an unreasonably wide screen to convey all the information to the scanner, for example, may be provided directly to the scanner in one step from even the narrowest of screens.

FIG. 3 shows a schematic representation of one implementation of a system 30 for providing transmission information data to a bar code scanner from a mobile digital device. Server 32 is connected to a host 36 via a network 34, such as a local area network (“LAN”), a wide area network (“WAN”), an intranet, an extranet, the Internet, or other known network. The host 36, in turn, is connected to the mobile digital device 38, such as through wireless technology, phone line, dedicated service line (“DSL”), cable connection, or other known remote access technology. In one approach, for example, the server 32 may maintain a database of transmission information data items that are transmitted to the mobile digital device 38 via the host 36. A user of the mobile digital device may remotely select one or more transmission information data items, or the server 32 may provide a transmission information data item that has been selected for the user of the mobile digital device 38 either by the server 32 or some other system and communicated to the server, such as via the network 34. The server 32 retrieves the one or more transmission information data items from the database and provides the transmission information data to the mobile digital device 38 via host 36. In this approach, the mobile digital device 38 receives the transmission information data in block 20 of FIG. 2, and performs the remaining operations depicted in blocks 22, 24, 25, 27, and 28.

Alternatively, some or all of the processing shown in blocks 20, 22, 24, 25, and 27 may be performed upstream of the mobile digital device 38, such as at server 32, at host 36, or at an intermediate location such as a component of network 34. For example, the server 32 may retrieve a transmission information data from a database, either on its own or in response to a request from the user of the mobile digital device 38, identify a bar code type (block 24), encode the transmission information data into a bar code format such as the array described above (block 25), and transmit the bar code format to the mobile digital device 38. If the mobile digital device 38 does not already have representative information to display on the screen of the device 38 (block 22), the server 32 may also provide this information to the mobile digital device 38. Information provided to the mobile digital device 38 may be encrypted and/or compressed as known in the art.

FIGS. 4 and 5 show a wireless phone 40 and a PDA 50 that include an alternative signal generator that may be used as described herein. The wireless phone 40 and the PDA 50 include visible light sources, such as light emitting diodes (“LEDs”) 42 and 52, respectively, that may be used to present bar code information to a sequential bar code scanner. Such LEDs are commonly used for such purposes as power management, including battery management, and user notification. The LEDs 42 and 52 of the wireless phone 40 and the PDA 50, respectively, may be alternated between on and off or between relatively bright and relatively dark settings in accordance with the simulated signal to simulate the movement of the reflection of a scanning beam across a conventional bar code. Thus, the LEDs 42 and 52 may be set to their brightest setting for a duration corresponding to the time period during which the simulated scanning beam would transition from the falling edge to the leading edge of a bar, and to their darkest setting for the duration corresponding to the time period during which the simulated scanning beam would transition from the leading edge to the falling edge of a bar. If the light source is capable of emitting different colors such as red and blue, the light source may be alternated between different colors to simulate a reflection from a visual image of the bar code format.

FIG. 6 shows a personal data assistant (“PDA”) 60 that may alternatively be used to actively provide transmission information data within the scope of the present invention. The PDA 60 includes an infrared (“IR”) transmitter/receiver pair 62 that is typically used to exchange digital information. The PDA 60 may, for example, be operating
under such operating systems as the Palm™ operating system and the Windows™ CE operating system. Alternatively, other electronic devices that include a transmitter/receiver pair, such as an IR transmitter/receiver pair, may also be used within the scope of the present invention. In one approach, the PDA 60 selects a scan rate for the scanning beam, calculates a signal that corresponds to the reflection of a simulated scanning beam moving across a bar code image at that scan rate, and transmits that signal via the transmitter of the IR transmitter/receiver pair to the scanner.

In an alternative approach, the receiver of the pair may be used to detect the scan rate of a sequential bar code scanner beam over one or more scan cycles. The PDA 60 may then calculate the scan rate from the beam and synchronize its transmission of a simulated reflected scanning beam to the scanner. If no beam is detected, a default scan rate may be used. As shown in the illustrative method of FIG. 7, if the IR transmitter/receiver pair 62 is not dedicated to the presentation of bar code information for the mobile digital device and the device cannot distinguish the scanning beam from other IR transmissions, the PDA 60 is placed in a bar code presentation mode in block 70. In this mode, when a scanning beam of a bar code scanner is detected in block 71 at the receiver of the IR transmitter/receiver pair 62 of the PDA 60, an interrupt trigger is generated indicating the start of the sequential scanner beam sweep. If a signal at a pin of the processor is normally low (logical state) when no signal is detected and high when a signal is detected at the receiver, the processor monitors the receiver and determines the duration that the pin stays at the high logical state in block 72. This time corresponds to one scanner sweep. The processor can determine the scan rate from the duration of one scan sweep in block 73. For example, a scan sweep of about 33 milliseconds corresponds to a scan rate of about 30 scans per second and a scan sweep of about 10 milliseconds corresponds to a scan rate of about 100 scans per second. The processor also calculates the time sequence of the scan sweep that corresponds to the leading and ending quiet zones 12, and the bar code data zone in block 74. This time sequence is scaled for presenting the simulated reflected scanning beam to the scanner in one scan sweep in block 75. When another incoming trigger is detected corresponding to the start of a new scan sweep in block 76, the processor delays the start of block 78 to center the presentation of bar code data in the scan sweep of the scanner, and the simulated reflection of the scanning beam corresponding to the bar code is transmitted via the IR transmitter of the IR transmitter/receiver pair 62 in block 78.

FIGS. 8 and 9 show pictorial representations of a wireless phone 80 and a PDA 90 that include displays 82 and 92, respectively, that may be used to present transmission information data to a sequential bar code scanner in accordance with the techniques described herein. It will be appreciated that the displays 82 and 92 are illustrative, and the display may be part of any type of mobile digital device, including audio and video players, gaming devices, and the like. The displays 82 and 92 of the wireless phone 80 and the PDA 90, respectively, may be alternated between on and off, or between relatively bright and relatively dark settings, or between different colors such as red and blue, to simulate the movement of a scanning beam across a conventional bar code. Thus, the displays 82 and 92, or at least a significant part thereof, may be set to their brightest setting for a duration corresponding to the time period during which the simulated scanning beam would transition from the following edge to the leading edge of a bar, and to their darkest setting for the duration corresponding to the time period during which the simulated scanning beam would transition from the following edge to the following edge of a bar. Alternatively, any aspect of the display that may be changed and recognized by a bar code scanner receiver may be utilized. A display backlight, for example, may be turned on and off, or brightened and dimmed, to provide the simulated scanning beam signal to the receiver. In some instances, combining the techniques may be most effective. For example, reflected light may be simulated by a white screen with a backlight on, while absorbed light may be simulated by a dark screen with a backlight off.

The displays 82 and 92 may be used to display the representative information of the transmission information data (block 22 in FIG. 2) and/or the static bar code (block 26 in FIG. 2) and to actively provide the transmission information data to a bar code scanner (block 28 in FIG. 2) in various manners. For example, the display screen may display the representative information first and, after a prescribed time period or after the user changes the state of the mobile digital device such as by pressing a button, clear the display and begin to actively provide the transmission information data to the bar code scanner. Alternatively, such as shown in FIG. 8, different portions of the display may be used for display the representative information data and to actively provide the transmission information data. The display may also be used to display the representative information and to simultaneously actively provide the transmission information data such as by flashing the back light, changing the colors, inverting the display, or other changes in the display characteristics.

Where the display is used to simultaneously display representative information to the user and to actively transmit simulated signals as light pulses, it may be desirable that the active transmission be done in such a manner as to minimize the user’s perception of the active transmission. This may be done in a number of different ways, which may be used individually or in various combinations.

In one illustrative implementation, the amplitude of the driving signal is adjusted to account for variations in the ambient light. In well lit areas, the amplitude may be increased, whereas in lower ambient light conditions the amplitude may be reduced. Reducing the amplitude of the signal in low ambient light conditions has the further benefit of reducing the power consumption required of the device. The availability of an ambient light level sensor on the presentation device makes it possible to adapt the amplitudes of the transmission to the light conditions for the best presentation. The use of mobile devices is now considered where ambient light is reduced to a minimum. This information can be used to adapt the presentation of the information to the ambient light conditions for the best presentation.

The time during which a bar code beam is presented may be terminated upon completion of a successful scan. One illustrative procedure uses a "success tone," which is a sound generated by many types of bar code scanners to indicate a successful scan. Many types of mobile digital devices include microphones suitable for use in monitoring for success tones. In one illustrative procedure, the mobile digital device presents the bar code beam until the success tone is detected in confirmation of a successful scan, unless the presentation times out sooner. In another illustrative procedure which is shown in FIG. 11 through FIG. 13, the barcode beam is presented in individual barcode patterns referred to as sym-
bols, which are collected into packets and sent as a set. Illustrative symbol 1100 (FIG. 11), for example, has a pattern of on and off time periods 1110, 1120, 1130, 1140, 1150, 1160 and 1170. For good coverage over both fast and slow scanners, the minimum bar width may span from about two microseconds to about forty microseconds. As shown in FIG. 12, a packet 1200 is formed by assembling multiple symbols; illustratively, symbols 1210, 1220, 1230 and 1240 are presented with suitable inter-symbol delays 1215, 1225 and 1235. As shown in FIG. 13, a set 1300 is formed by assembling multiple packets; illustratively, packets 1310, 1320, 1330 and 1340 are presented with suitable inter-packet delays 1315, 1325 and 1335. Beam presentation is terminated with success upon the detection of a success tone prior to completion of a packet, and is terminated in failure if a set completes without a success tone. The inter-symbol delay and the inter-packet delay are used to avoid false detections of success tones from other scanners in the area by closely coupling the detection window with the initiation of presentation. Either the inter-symbol delay or the inter-packet delay (or both) may be varied to in effect “sweep” across the range of possible laser scanner rates, and to avoid detection failures due to the scanner sweep rate and the presentation rate being the same but exactly out of phase.

[0061] The amplitude of the driving signal may also be adjusted to manage power while accounting for distance between the presenter and the scanner location. If the scanner is further away, the amplitude may be set to an increased power level to ensure a higher probability of a successful scan. In one illustrative procedure, the mobile digital device initially presents the barcode beam at a low amplitude while the devices monitors for the success tone that indicates a successful scan confirmation. If the success tone is not received within a prescribed time window, the barcode beam may be presented at a higher amplitude.

[0062] In another enhancement, the vendor as identified specifically by name or generally by type, or the item as identified specifically by name or generally by type, or both vendor and item may be used to initially set the rate of presentation or a range of presentation rates for improving the chances for a successful barcode beam presentation. The optimal barcode presentation rate is dependent upon the nature of the scanner that is being used in the particular situation. Typically, supermarket scanners are much faster than handheld scanners to account for factors such as the high speed movements of the item being scanned, lack of precise control on the varying distance between the item and the scanner, and the variety of orientations in which the item being scanned could be presented. In contrast, handheld scanners are usually held close to the stationary item that is being scanned, unless they are being used in a factory/warehouse environment. Accordingly, the vendor or the item or both may be used to as an indication of whether to select either high speed barcode presentation or low speed barcode presentation. If a movie ticket is being presented at a theater, for example, the implementation may elect to present the barcode at slower speed more appropriate for that particular theater or for handheld scanners that are typically used in that type of theater. On the other hand, if the barcode being presented is a grocery coupon at a supermarket, then the implementation may elect to present the barcode at high speeds that are better aligned to high speed hospitalized scanners found in particular supermarkets and as typically found in supermarkets generally. After having broadly identified the barcode as requiring either a fast or a slow presentation speed, the actual presentation may sweep a range of presentation speeds to account for the variety of scanners typically used. Scan rates and ranges may be maintained in a lookup table organized by vendor, item, or a combination thereof, which may be resident on the mobile digital device.

[0063] A user may be provided with an indication of when a barcode is being presented. In a mobile digital device having sound capability, a simple tone or general jingle may be played during at least part of the presentation of the barcode. Another approach is to provide the mobile digital device with a “vibration mode” such as typically found on mobile phones, and enable the vibration mode during at least part of an active barcode presentation. In a mobile digital device having a screen, a simple icon representing a barcode presentation may be displayed on all or part of the screen.

[0064] Another approach for providing the user with an indication of when a barcode is being presented is to use the light source itself. For situations in which the light source is OFF immediately prior to the presentation, the presentation of the barcode makes the light source appear to be ON which may be used as an indication that the barcode is being presented. This is because flashing the light source during the actual barcode presentation is done at such a high speed that the actual flashing of the barcode would not be perceived by a user. For situations in which the light source is ON immediately prior to the presentation, the presentation of the barcode may be done so that light source appear to flicker. Although flashing the light source during the actual barcode presentation is done at such a high speed that the actual flashing of the barcode would not be perceived by a user, a flickering appearance may be achieved by varying the power level of the light source at a rate perceivable to the user during at least part of the presentation of the barcode. Where the ambient light may be sensed by the mobile digital device, the power level may be varied between the minimum amplitude required by the ambient light conditions and maximum available to create the impression of a flickering.

[0065] Another approach for providing the user with an indication of when a barcode is being presented is to provide visual or audio content suggestive of the information being conveyed by the barcode presentation. Where the information being conveyed by the barcode presentation relates to a particular product, for example, and where the mobile digital device includes a display screen, a text description of the product or a visual still image, animation, or video that shows the product may be displayed. Where the mobile digital device has audio capability, a jingle or other sound related to the product may be played.

[0066] Although the approaches listed above for actively presenting bar code information is generally preferred for use with sequential scanners, there are instances in which statically displaying a bar code on the display of a mobile digital device may be preferred. For example, when displaying a bar code to a CCD scanner, which takes a digital image of the bar code and decodes the image using software, it may sometimes be preferred to present the bar code statically on the display of the mobile digital device. Alternatively, it may be desired to present the bar code information both statically and actively for presentation to a wider range of bar code scanners. When bar codes are statically displayed on a display, such as that of a mobile digital device, the following methods and apparatuses may be useful for improving the presentation of the bar code.
FIG. 10 shows a pictorial representation of a bar code 104 statically depicted on a display 102 of a wireless phone 100. In one approach, the brightness and/or contrast of the display may be adjusted in order to increase the reliability of a scanning process. The device may, for example, automatically adjust the display to the maximum brightness and/or contrast when a bar code is displayed. In another embodiment where the device includes a color display 102, at least one element of the barcode is depicted in color. The bar code 104 may be presented in colors preferably located at opposite ends of the visual light spectrum. In this embodiment, a scanner may accept one of the colors, but more effectively reject the other color. A bar code depicted with red spaces and blue bars, for example, is more easily accepted by a scanner than a bar code depicted on a black and gray LCD display.

While the examples described above depict particular types of mobile digital devices that may benefit from the techniques described herein, many other types of mobile digital devices may benefit as well. Where a display is desirable in a mobile digital device, examples of suitable display types include liquid crystal ("LCD") displays and thin film transistor ("TFT") displays. Techniques for enabling graphical images such as bar codes to be shown on these devices are well known in the art, and include, for example, bit maps, JPEG, GIF, and other graphical file types; and instructions that upon execution recreate the image.

Mobile digital devices include mobile communications devices, both of the type that are well known and commercially available today, as well as a myriad of new mobile communications devices that are likely to be introduced. These devices exhibit great variety in their user input capabilities and display capabilities. Examples of mobile communications devices include personal digital assistants ("PDAs") operating under such operating systems as the Palm™ operating system and the Windows™ operating system, a Smart Pad notepad such as is available from Seiko Instruments of Torrance, Calif., and equipped with a wireless PDA device, two-way pagers, some types of consumer wireless Internet access devices ("CADs") and Internet appliances, GSM phones, WAP-enabled phones, as well as J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) phones available from various manufacturers such as Nokia of Helsinki, Finland, and Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson of Stockholm, Sweden, personal communication system ("PCS") phones, multi-function wireless "smart" phones such as the iMODE phone available from NTT Doicom of Tokyo, Japan. Further examples of electronic devices that may be used within the scope of the present invention include a communications-enabled personal data assistant. Many different kinds of communications-enabled PDAs are available. Examples include the Palm VII connected organizer, which is available from Palm Computing, Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif.; the pdQ smartphone, which is available from QUALCOMM Incorporated of San Diego, Calif.; and a variety of PDAs suitably equipped with attached wireless modems such as, for example, the Palm III and V connected organizers with Minstrel 200. Wireless PalmTop Modems from Novatel Wireless Inc. of San Diego, Calif., which are distributed by Omnisport Corp. of Palo Alto, Calif. Other examples include a number of devices based on the Windows™ operating system such as the various devices available from, for example, Compaq Computer of Houston, Tex., Hewlett-Packard of Palo Alto, Calif., Casio Corporation of Tokyo, Japan; and the Revo organizer available from Psion PLC of London, England. Another illustrative platform is the Wireless Internet Device ("WID"), a type of device that includes the functionality of a phone as well as a PDA, WAP browser, and HTML browser. An example of a WID device is the communicator platform, which is being developed by Ericsson. Another example of a suitable platform is the Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless ("BREW"), which has been used in various devices such as handhelds available from Samsung Electronics America Inc. of Ridgefield Park, N.J., USA, and Sharp Electronics Corporation of Mahwah, N.J., USA. Any suitable wireless technology may be used. Suitable radio frequency wireless technologies include 2G technologies such as GSM, GPRS and CDMA, 3G technologies such as W-CDMA, UMTS, HSDPA, 1xEV-DO, TD-CDMA, TDS-CDMA and PTD-S-CDMA, 4G technologies such as UMTS Revision 8, UMB, iBurst, HIPERMAN, WiMAX, and WiBro. Other suitable wireless technologies include Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Suitable light-based technologies include infrared. Examples of user input capabilities offered by these devices include keypad, keyboard, stylus, ink, handwriting recognition, voice recognition, and so forth.

Mobile digital devices also include mobile entertainment devices, including types of mobile entertainment devices that are well known and commercially available today, as well as a myriad of new types of mobile entertainment devices that are likely to be introduced. These devices exhibit great variety in their user input capabilities and display capabilities, and may also benefit from the techniques described herein whether or not they are provided with wireless communications capability. Examples of mobile entertainment devices that have no or inadequate wireless communications capability include some personal digital assistants; some gaming devices; and many audio and video players (including the popular iPod® mobile digital devices available from Apple Computer Corporation of Cupertino, Calif., USA, and the Zen MicroPhoto MP3 player available from Creative Labs Inc. of Milpitas, Calif., USA). Even without adequate wireless communications capability, many of these mobile entertainment devices have the ability to synchronize with or accept entertainment content from computers, and this capability may be used to furnish information to the mobile entertainment device that may later be communicated in bar code form from the mobile entertainment device to a bar code scanner. In the context of music, picture and video downloads, for example, devices such as the iPod device and the Zen Vision M device may receive a coupon for device accessories or other goods and services during the entertainment content download process, and that coupon may be presented while the user later shops at a store by using the techniques described herein. Other mobile digital devices have numerous data transfer options, including wireless communications capabilities. The PlayStation® Portable ("PSP") device available from Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc. of Foster City, Calif., USA, for example, has built-in Wi-Fi, an infrared port, a USB 2.0 port, a Memory Stick Duo™ slot, and a UMD drive, any one of which may be used to transfer a coupon along with entertainment content such as games, movies, videos, photos, and music for later use in accordance with the techniques described herein.

Various techniques for delivering entertainment content that in accordance with the techniques described herein may contain transmission information are shown in FIG. 14 through FIG. 19. FIG. 14 shows an iPod device 1400 inserted into a dock 1410, which is in communication over Wi-Fi (1420) with a local network for access to a computer or
entertainment system. FIG. 15 shows the iPod device 1400 inserted into a dock 1510 which is in communication over a cable or cables 1520 with a computer or entertainment system. FIG. 16 shows a PSP device 1600 which is in communication over Wi-Fi (1610) with a local network for access to a computer or home audio system. FIG. 17 shows the PSP device 1600 which is in communication over a cable or cables 1620 with a computer or entertainment system. FIG. 18 shows the PSP device 1600 receiving removable media, specifically a UMD disc 1640 and a Memory Stick Duo 1630. FIG. 19 shows a PSP device 1600 which is in infrared communication (1650) with a computer. These techniques are illustrative, and many other techniques may be used as well. Transmission information may be provided with the entertainment content in a myriad of different ways, either as separate data preceding or following the entertainment content, or integrated with the entertainment content in a manner depending on the type of entertainment content. Various digital data integration techniques that are well known in the art are suitable for integrating transmission digital information with entertainment content.

Convergence is creating mobile digital devices that integrate sophisticated mobile communications device capabilities with mobile entertainment device capabilities. A recent convergence product is the iPhone™ mobile digital device available from Apple Inc. of Cupertino, Calif., USA. Earlier convergence products include music phones, communications-enabled PDAs, and smartphones, which incorporate music players and in some cases video players. The techniques described herein are beneficial for such convergence products.

The capacity of a mobile digital device to detect when a transfer of information to a bar code scanner is complete may also be used to further facilitate the transfer of information and support other functionality. When a scanner completes a scan, it typically emits a success tone, typically a beep. The success tone may be detected by the mobile digital device through the use of a microphone. Many types of mobile digital devices include built-in microphones, and microphones and if necessary LEDs may be cheaply and easily added to types of mobile digital devices such as USB Flash memory devices, which may or may not normally have such components built in. The additional supported functional depends on the nature of the transaction. Where a coupon is being redeemed, for example, the mobile digital device may register that the coupon has been used, which corresponds to the store taking the coupon in a paper coupon situation. Where a ticket or season pass is presented for entry into an event such as a theatrical event or a sports event, the mobile digital device may register that the ticket or season pass has been used for that event. Where the mobile digital device is a PDA and one wishes to keep a diary of events, each confirmation may be automatically entered into a calendar function of the PDA along with, for example, representative information to identify the type of information transferred.

Confirmation of completion of a scan may be used in many other ways, including, for example, in accordance with the techniques described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,736,322, issued May 18, 2004 to Gobburu et al. and entitled "Method and apparatus for acquiring, maintaining, and using information to be communicated in bar code form with a mobile communications device," which hereby is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference thereto. These techniques involve providing a user with a secure database containing information in diverse categories that relates to the user and that may be represented at least in part in bar code form and communicated with light from a mobile digital device. The diverse information is obtained from any combination of a variety of vendor and governmental computer systems, internet service providers, and communications devices. The user has access to the database using a mobile digital device for displaying, managing, and entering information, and for communicating information in bar code form with light. The user first selects the category that contains the specific item of information, and then selects the specific item of information. The specific item of information then is communicated in bar code form with light from the mobile digital device for scanning by a bar code scanner to obtain the desired good or service.

Different types of scanners emit different sounds, and the frequency and/or tone or other characteristic of the sound may be used to support additional functionality. An example of such additional functionality is security. Scanners of the type typically used at grocery stores may emit a different frequency and/or tone than the type of scanners used at movie theaters and sporting events, so that a particular frequency and/or tone can be expected based on the type of ticket or coupon or other information being communicated, and confirmation may be requested or the transaction declined if the frequency and/or tone received does not match the anticipated frequency and/or tone. If desired, particular models of scanners may be provided with unique sounds using frequency, tone, cadence, melody, or indeed any other sound characteristics, and the ticket, coupon or other bar code information may require that this particular unique sound be detected by the in order for the transaction to complete.

Implementation of the techniques described herein may be facilitated by the use of standards wherever possible. Advantageously, Bluetooth for wireless communication and JAVA for programming are in widespread use and are suitable for implementing the techniques described herein. SMS is also in widespread use, and is suitable as a barcode distribution format. A single SMS message may include a barcode tag, a barcode control tag, a barcode payload, a checksum, and a barcode end. The barcode payload may include the product distributor's name, the product name, the product code, a product promotional banner, the product value, a promotion expiry date, and a promotion extended field. While the entire capacity of an SMS message may be used, roughly fifty characters is sufficient for many distributions, with distributions generally falling in the range of 12 characters to 100 characters.

The description of the invention including its applications and advantages as set forth herein is illustrative and is not intended to limit the scope of the invention, which is set forth in the claims which follow. Variations and modifications of the embodiments disclosed herein are possible, and practical alternatives to and equivalents of the various elements of the embodiments would be understood to those of ordinary skill in the art upon study of this patent document. These and other variations and modifications of the embodiments disclosed herein may be made without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.
1. A method of communicating transmission information from a mobile digital device to a bar code scanner, comprising:

- maintaining the transmission information on the mobile digital device;
- generating, in the mobile digital device, a signal to simulate a reflection of a bar code scanner scanning beam being moved across a static visual image of the transmission information in a bar code format; and
- transmitting light pulses from the mobile digital device in accordance with the signal.

2-35. (canceled)

36. A mobile digital device comprising:

- a light source;
- a stored program component for maintaining the transmission information on the mobile digital device;
- a stored program component for generating a signal to simulate a reflection of a scanning beam of a bar code scanner being moved across a static visual image of the transmission information in a bar code format; and
- a stored program component for transmitting light pulses from the light source in accordance with the signal.

37-60. (canceled)
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